
 

The original in its purest form 

Kludi BOZZ reconsiders purism 
 

• The Kludi Bozz range of fittings embodies uncompromising 
straightforwardness. The design is now – updated – even 
more architectural. 

• The revised spout archetypically evokes the original form of 
all fittings and fits perfectly into clearly designed, modern 
bathroom architecture. 

• Kludi Bozz appears even more elegant due to the optimised 
distance between handle and spout. The harmonious inter-
play of the cylindrical forms characterises the silhouette.  

• Three fitting spout heights of the washbasin mixer and vari-
ous concealed solutions for wall mounting allow the right 
choice for a wide variety of washstand situations. 

• Available in chrome (March 2020) and trendy matt black 
(April 2020).  

 
Menden, Germany, March 2020. The successful design icon Bozz 
by the fittings specialist Kludi (www.kludi.com) from the Sauerland 
region embodies purism in its purest form for the bathroom unlike 
any other range of fittings. The update of this aesthetically timeless 
range for washbasin, bathtub and shower, which will be presented in 
spring 2020, does not contain any superfluous ornamentation or 
flourish. It underlines the pure geometry and exact, smooth and 
clear lines of Bozz. This is all the more true since the series, with its 
contemporary adaptations, is now even more archetypal than all 
short-lived trends and thus sets new impulses in architectural bath-
room design. 
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On the one hand, the optimised distance between the handle and 
the spout allows the cylinder shapes of the operating lever and the 
body of the fitting to merge with each other almost seamlessly. 
Furthermore, the elegant fitting appears even slimmer thanks to the 
slightly extended, filigree bar handle. The round, extremely flat ro-
settes of the Bozz concealed single-lever mixers for wash basin, 
bathtub and shower applications are just as consistently reduced to 
the essentials. 
 
„The quintessence of all fittings“ 
The silhouette of the basin mixers is entirely characterised by the 
harmonious, unexcited interplay of the shapes of cylinder, spout and 
handle. The extended spout, elegantly curved downwards, gives the 
water a natural shape and is deliberately reminiscent of the tradi-
tional water pump, the "quintessence of all fittings", which Kludi 
Bozz has skillfully developed into the modern age. 
 
The visually consistent design is attributable not least to the opti-
mised cartridge K36, which merge the corpus and the movable han-
dle element together almost invisibly. The technological core of the 
fitting also ensures particularly reliable functionality, precision in op-
eration and perfect water enjoyment. 
 
„Black is beautiful“ 
Bozz also appeals due to the variety of its range, which offers the 
perfect solution for every design requirement in the bathroom. The 
expansion of the range by the addition of fittings with three different 
spout heights of 75, 100 and 240 millimetres ensures that the func-
tionally and aesthetically ideal solution can be implemented for eve-
ry washbasin situation. Whether counter-top washbasins, under-
mount basins or washbowls are fitted, bathroom users always have 
the freedom to satisfy their individual preferences and requirements. 
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This is all the more significant as the range of products for the wash-
ing area is supplemented by concealed wall-mounted single-lever 
mixers with two different outlet lengths and three-hole fittings for 
basin installation. For the bath and shower, both surface-mounted 
and concealed variants are available in a puristically minimalist de-
sign, while a matching single-lever mixer is used for the bidet.  
 
Particularly elegant in appearance are also all fittings of the Bozz 
range in fashionable matt black, which is available as a standard 
finish alongside chrome. With dark trend color, especially in contrast 
to the glossy white of the ceramics, refined accents can be placed 
and the design of the bathroom can be given a highly personal 
touch. 

 
*** 
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Caption 
 
 

 

 

 
Inspired by water pumps of past centuries 
and with a new, improved shape, KLUDI 
Bozz embodies the essence of all fittings.  
Photo: Kludi GmbH & Co. KG 
[KLUDI_BOZZ_01.jpg] 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Reduced to the essentials – the design of 
Bozz appeals with its uncompromising linear 
design and intentionally simple elegance.   
Photo: Kludi GmbH & Co. KG 
[KLUDI_BOZZ_02.jpg] 
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75, 100 to 240 mm: Fittings in three spout 
heights provide the optimum solution for any 
washbasin environment. The Highriser pro-
vides a great amount of free space and is 
particularly suitable for counter-top wash 
bowls. 
Photo: Kludi GmbH & Co. KG 
[KLUDI_BOZZ_03.jpg und KLU-
DI_BOZZ_3_1.jpg] 

 

 

 

 
Purism in its purest form: The concealed wall 
fitting needs no ornamentation.  
Photo: Kludi GmbH & Co. KG 
[KLUDI_BOZZ_04.jpg] 
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Less is more: The wall trims of the bath and 
shower mixers are extremely flat.  
Photo: Kludi GmbH & Co. KG 
[KLUDI_BOZZ_05.jpg] 

 

 

 
 

 

„Black is beautiful“: The Bozz fittings look 
particularly sophisticated in trendy matt black. 
Foto: Kludi GmbH & Co. KG 
[KLUDI_BOZZ_06.jpg und KLU-
DI_BOZZ_06_1.jpgf] 

 
 

*** 
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Kludi – The fittings specialist 
 
Kludi GmbH & Co. KG, based in the Westphalian town of Menden, is a German 
specialist in the field of bathroom and kitchen tap and shower systems. The brand’s 
claim of ‘Water in Perfection’ defines its ambition to create top quality. The bath-
room fitting range is based on two key elements. It offers clearly defined styles 
under the heading ‘Smart Luxury’, while ‘Pure Function’ offers solid quality with 
great practicality in functional fittings. Matching “Shower Dreams” concepts are 
available for both bathroom ranges. In the field of kitchen fittings, Kludi presents a 
wide range of products in the “Kitchen Competence” series. 
 
For almost 100 years, the internationally active family company has been influenc-
ing the use of water in the household with groundbreaking fitting concepts and 
innovative solutions for kitchens and bathrooms. More than 1,000 staff members in 
the Kludi group develop, produce and market products destined for specialist retail 
and trade companies and distributed in numerous countries around the world. From 
its headquarters in Menden, the Kludi company group manages 13 international 
sales organisations. The products are manufactured in three European production 
facilities. In addition, a joint venture in the United Arab Emirates operates an inde-
pendent production facility. 
 
Learn more about Kludi – Water in Perfection online at www.kludi.com  

 
*** 
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